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Greiner Bio-One GmbH 
Postfach 24 1 4550 Kremsmünster 1 Austria 

gre1ner 
810-0NE 

lt is of the utmost importance that the official in charge receives this 

information as soon as possible 

Subject: Recall R003_20 Kremsmünster, 24. März 2020 

Dear valued customer, 

During the process of market surveillance, we have become aware that the below detailed 
MiniCollect® blood collection tubes (450409) partly show a wrong blood to additive ratio, which 
if used for blood sample analysis, might Iead to falsification of analysis results. 

For safety reasons, we have decided to recall the affected product. 

We kindly ask you to isolate your inventory of this item and Iot number on site and ensure 
that the affected Iot is withdrawn from circulation at your custome' facilities. 

ltem 
Number 

Lot Number Product description 

450409 191101 MiniCollect® TUBE 1 ml 9NC Coagulation 
sodium citrate 3.8% 
blue cap, with cross cut 

Attached for your convenience are two templates for you to fill in, which will confirm to us that 
you have notified your customers and will also provide us with the total quantity that is 
isolated in your warehause as weil as any stock that is isolated in the warehause of your 
customers. 

Piease complete the attached template and return it to our attention before March 30, 
2020. 

Once we have received the above requested information from you, we will provide you with 
further instructions. 

Kindly accept our sincerest apologies for any inconvenience this matter may cause. 

lf you have any additional questions, please get in touch with your respective Greiner Bio
One Sales Representative or Assistant. 

Best regards, 

Grei ne r Bio-One GmbH 
Bad Holll?r Stroßl? 321 A-~550 Kremsmunster 
PHONE · ~3 7583 6791-0 I FAX •43 7583 6318 
E-MAIL off1ce .:~ gbo corn 

Sitz d e r G ese llschaft: 
Bad Holler Stroßl? 321 A-4550 Kremsmunstl?r 
Ger ichtsstand LG 5teyr I FN 176887 d 
DVR 1005944 I UID ATU 45835208 
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